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Summary
In a comparative felicity judgment task:
• 6-year-olds display adult-like mastery of NPI either, but not of
its PPI counterpart too.
• 3-5-year-olds display stable, non-categorical preferences in the
direction of the adult grammar.
• Children exhibit sensitivity to the nature of the environment, but
do not gradually approach the adult grammar; instead, they
abruptly switch to the adult grammar for one of the two items
(either) even though the evidence is equally unambiguous and
readily available for both items.

Experiment 1: What do children know?
Design
Comparative felicity judgment task [13, 14]:
• Stimulus: Participants see a scene and hear 2 puppets describe it.
• Puppets’ descriptions differ only in the polarity item used.

Experiment 2: What do adults know?
Design
MTurk felicity rating task:
• Stimulus: Participants see a scene and read a description of it.
• Each description contains one of the polarity items.

Materials:

• Response: Participants rate how natural the description is on a
scale of 1 (extremely unnatural) to 7 (perfectly natural).

• 8 target items (4 positive, 4 negative), Latin squared.

Materials:

• Response: Participants select which puppet “said it better”.

• 32 target items (11 positive, 11 negative), Latin squared.

Discussion
• The data from Experiment 1 suggest that children have a stable
inkling of polarity items’ licensing conditions long before they
display adult-like categorical behavior.
• 6-year-olds’ behavior suggests that NPI licensing can be learned
independently of PPI licensing.
• What do children learn between ages 5 and 6?
• Why is there no change between ages 3 and 5?

• The data from Experiment 2 suggest that 6-year-olds have acquired
only half of the adult system.

Conclusions and open questions
Background
• NPI either is acquired earlier than PPI too, in line with the
previously observed NPI/PPI acquisition pattern.

It has been reported that children are adult-like in their understanding
and use of negative polarity items (NPIs) much earlier than positive
polarity items (PPIs), as early as 2 years of age.
• Corpus studies of English and Dutch [1, 2].
• Experimental study of English any/some [3].
• Any/some have independent complications (see, e.g., [4, 5]).

This is surprising: NPIhood and PPIhood are usually understood as
resulting from the same mechanism [6, 7, 8, 9].
Goal: Investigate L1 acquisition of polarity sensitivity
with a less problematic NPI/PPI pair: either/too.

Figure 1: A positive (L) and a negative (R) target item

• 4 filler items (2 positive, 2 negative), viewed by all participants
(e.g., This is Riley. Riley is chasing three/two butterflies.).
Participants: 56 L1 English-acquiring children, aged 3-6 years.
• Of these, 10 were excluded because they did not complete task.

a.
b.

• 40 filler items (11 positive, 11 negative), viewed by all participants
(e.g., James can’t see every sky overhead).
• Exclusion criterion: Correctly rate at least 6 of 8 fillers designated
as “catch” items (e.g., Dora jumping a is trampoline on).
Participants: 51 L1 U.S. English-speaking adults.

Results

• Either and too are focus-sensitive additive items [10, 11].
(1)

Figure 3: Final screens of a positive (L) and a negative (R) target item

• Of these, 3 were excluded.
Results

Alex is dancing. Alex is singing too/*either.
( )
Alex isn’t dancing. Alex isn’t singing either/ * too.

Corpus study: What do children hear?

Polarity item Total Positive Negative Unclear
Either
701
28 (3.99%)
670 (95.58%)
3 (0.43%)
Too
7896 7782 (98.56%) 103 (1.30%)
11 (0.14%)
Table 1: Tokens of polarity items either/too selected from CHILDES
• 23 of the 28 positive either tokens were sentences like Me either!, uttered in
response to a negative antecedent.
• 42 of the negative too tokens were sentences like Don’t I get some too?,
following a positive antecedent.

• The input is overwhelmingly categorical; children
encounter very little potentially confusing evidence.

• NB: This asymmetry does not seem to be related to children’s linguistic
experience in any obvious way. Children receive more evidence about too, and
this evidence is no more noisy than the evidence about either.

• We need a learning theory that predicts some sensitivity to
environment without making use of evidence accumulation over an
extended period of time and allows for an abrupt change of the
grammatical system in one half of the paradigm but not the other.
• This may represent another argument from the Abundance of the
Stimulus (cf. [16]) that language acquisition is at least partly
controlled by domain-specific mechanisms.
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• [ p either]] presupposes that there is a salient alternative q that is false.
• [ p too]] presupposes that there is a salient alternative q that is true.

• Custom R scripts extracted all tokens of additive either/too from
CHILDES corpora [12] of typically-developing English- acquiring
children spoken by: Mother, Father, Sister, Brother, Aunt, Uncle,
Grandmother, Grandfather, Family Friend, Teacher, Adult.
• All tokens were coded for polarity of environment.

• Why is it easier for children to pick up the licensing properties of
the NPI either than the licensing properties of the PPI too?

Figure 2: Mean rate of selecting either/too, by polarity environment and age

Linear mixed effects logit model of responses constructed in R [15],
with fixed effects of polarity (pos/neg) and age (3-5/6 y.o.) shows:
• Main effects: polarity and age
• Polarity: Children are more likely to select either in negative sentences than in
positive sentences (Pr(>|z|) = 0.000171 ***).
• Age: 6-year-olds less likely to select either overall (Pr(>|z|) = 0.009378 **).
They effectively stop accepting either in positive sentences.

• Interaction: polarity * age (Pr(>|z|) = 0.036657 *)
• Contribution of interaction confirmed with a likelihood ratio test (p < 0.05).

• Children aged 3-5 accept both polarity items in both
environments but trend toward the adult grammar.
• This pattern is stable until age 6.
• 6-year-olds know not to use either in positive sentences
but do not know not to use too in negative sentences.

Figure 4: Z-scores of ratings

Linear mixed effects model of z-scored ratings constructed in R [15],
with fixed effects of polarity (pos/neg) and polarity-item (either/too),
reveals a a significant polarity by polarity-item interaction.
• Either is judged more acceptable in negative than in positive
sentences; the opposite is true for too (t = 76.02, p < 0.001 ***).
• Adults exhibit categorical behavior in both positive
and negative environments.
• Between ages 5 and 6, children learn only half of the
adult system.
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